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The Danish Shortwave Club International has long been one of the best sources of
information on shortwave broadcast DXing. Founded on November 18, 1956, the club has been
producing a high-quality bulletin ever since. With an international membership and an
experienced, dedicated staff, it has done an outstanding job of covering SWBCing, with an
emphasis on DXing. So it was sad to learn in June 2015 that the club would be closing by the
end of 2016. The decision was a product of the decline in shortwave listening and DXing, the
aging of the DSWCI Board members, and the unavailability of younger members to take over.
Recognizing the wealth of information that has been published in the DSWCI bulletin,
Shortwave News, over the years, the club decided to issue a DVD containing the entire run of
DSWCI bulletins–every issue ever published. The DVD was released in November 2015. The
price is 49 Euros, including shipping. (See the notice, with ordering details, on p. 4 below.) It is
a wonderful resource for serious shortwave research, or for those wishing to take a nostalgic walk
through the shortwave world “of old.”
The first “SWN” was published in January 1957, and the DVD contains all DSWCI
bulletins from then through November 2015–usually monthly through 1999, 11 issues in 2000,
ten in 2001, and eight or nine per year thereafter.
All the bulletins are in PDF format. In Adobe Acrobat (I use Acrobat XI) you navigate
the DVD in the expected way. The years are arranged chronologically in the list in the left-hand
“Bookmarks” panel. When you select a year, thumbnails of that year’s issues appear in the main
panel on the right.
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Click on the issue you want and it appears in the window.

To select a different issue, click on “Back to year” in the list and choose another issue
from that year; or click on “Back to index” and select a different year.

In 1957 and 1958, SWN was published in Danish only. From 1959 through 1969 it was
published in both Danish and English editions, although in the Danish edition the loggings
section and much else was in English. For 1959-69 both language issues are included on the
DVD. (The DVD defaults to the English edition. After selecting the issue you want, click on
“Back to year” and a list of all issues for that year, in both languages, will appear.)
For a few years there are some supplementary items besides the bulletins. The year 1969
contains Larry Magne’s 10-page clandestine station list of the time, as well as a seven-page
discussion of propagation by Carol Feil. For 1971 there is a QSL-Survey covering QSLs
received by members over the period of a year; in 1971, 1974 and 1975 you will find the DSWCI
“statutes” (rules of the club); and for 1974, 1975, 1976 and 1977 there is a list of club members.
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One of the most useful features of the DVD is that it is completely searchable. I prefer
the Acrobat “Advanced Search” option (“Edit/Advanced Search”). It provides a list of all the
results, which you can then tap through. You can search each issue individually, or you can
search all issues at once. You cannot search a discrete group of issues, such as year’s worth of
bulletins or several years’ worth. There is a workaround: go to the DVD file structure, copy the
issues you want to search into a separate directory on your hard drive, and then search the
directory. However, searching all issues at one time is quite fast, and so if I wanted to search,
say, the issues for 1976 only, I would do a search on all the issues and then look at just the
entries for 1976. (Be sure to set “Sort by” to “Filename.”) Doing a search of all issues can take a
few minutes the first time, but after that it is fast. After the first sort, a search for “Germany” in
all issues took about 16 seconds (speed will depend to some extent on your computer).
The alternative “Find” function in Acrobat also works. As indicated on the back of the
DVD case, “Find” is CTRL + F, “Advanced Search” is CTRL + SHIFT + F. They are also
available in the Acrobat “Edit” dropdown menu.
On the back of the DVD case is a message urging that you copy the entire DVD to a hard
disk and work from that rather than directly from the DVD. This is good advice, especially for
searching, as searching from a hard disk is faster than searching from a DVD. I have put a
shortcut to the DSWCI bulletins on my desktop.

Of course, the best thing about the DVD is the content. Paging through bulletins from a
half century ago, with news of stations I had heard or at least knew about, and seeing
contributions from DXers whom I knew then or know now, is a treat. Among the American
names in the June 1974 members list: Richard Wood, Alan Roth, Don Jensen, Bill Sparks, Gerry
Dexter, Serge Neumann, Bill Matthews, Larry Yamron, Dan Henderson, Perry Ferrell, Bob Hill,
and yours truly–52 U.S. members in all. It’s hard to believe that was 40+ years ago. “We have
come a long way, baby,” if not necessarily in the direction we’d have liked (at least lately).
The DVD was produced by Michael Schmitz, Mönchengladbach, Germany, Chief Editor
for ADDX (Assoziation Deutschsprachiger Kurzwellenhörer) and its monthly publication,
Radio-Kurier weltweit hören. He, as well as DSWCI Board Chairman Anker Petersen, Editor-inChief Kaj Bredahl Jørgensen, and the rest of the leadership of the Danish Shortwave Club
International, deserve thanks for this excellent contribution to the preservation of DX history.
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